
my residís- compare favorably with similar cases treated
in oilier ways I do not know, and it is probably impos¬sible to judge. But I feel that in addition to a fair pro-
portion of the usual clinical successes, the training in
simple, iminvolved living has been of the utmost value
to the patients.

SIGNIFICANCE OK THE PBINCirLE

I cannot refrain from directing your attention for a
moment to the possible significance of this industrial
principle as applied to a Held reaching far beyond the
confines of the functional nervous diseases. So many
people ¡ire suffering in mind and body because of the
attempt to accomplish too much, or from idleness which
is not necessary, that a therapeutic readjustment would
mean preventive and curative medicine on a large and
important scale. Nor is achievement along these lines
impracticable. Last year, in a stimulating and sugges¬
tive article, Dr. Jacoby of New York reviewed the work"of two large charitable institutions in Germany1' where
appropriate work is part of the treatment of nervously
I.roken down patients. Here and there in our own

country are men awake to the possibilities of handi¬
capped labor, both from the humanitarian and clinical
point of view, and because of the really important clin¬
ical results to be secured. In tbe sanatoria, where such
a thing has been quite unknown until within'the past
two or three years, productive industry is rapidly find¬
ing a place. A dual and most hopeful consideration is
this, that the work of Ihe invalid and the handicapped
may mercifully be kept within the limitations of the
individual capacity and may still be so carefully de¬
signed and so well direeted thai it equals or exceeds in
value much of the accepted product of those who ave

sound and well.
No. •(!!) Pleasant Street.

GYMNASTICS AND MASSAGE IN THE TREAT-
MENT OF NERVOUS DISEASES*

HALDOR SNEVE, M.D.
Clinical Professor of Mental and Nervous Diseases, University of

Minnesota
ST PAU, MINN.

Perhaps the greatest field for gymnastics and mas-

sage is in the domain of nervous diseases, because the
problem here is generally one of nutrition and restora-
tion of muscular function. Every specialist in these
diseases should, in my opinion, have a practical train-ing in these branches of mechanotherapy, because other-
wise he cannot intelligently direct such treatment, and
a considerable portion of it should be performed with
his own hands. I shll not here discuss the technic

further than to call attention to a few points and pro-cedures. Nearly all patients with nervous disease sufferfrom digestive troubles, constipation and poor nutrition,and in abdominal massage which should be performed bythe physician, or an experienced masseur or masseuse
in exceptional instances, we have, to my mind, the mostvaluable single remedial agent for these conditions.

ABDOMINAL AND GENERA MASSAGE
Abdominal massage should be performed through a

single covering; for instance, the undershirt, and should
consist of kneading of the colon in circles by Ihe palmartips of one hand, with the tips of the other making therequisite pressure on the middle knuckles, this to be
followed by deep stroking along the course of the colonfrom the ileocecal valve to the sigmoicl; then by a vibra¬
tion of the entire abdomen with the flat band applied
over the navel region. Lifting of the transverse colonand stomach with vibration in Glenard's syndrome,which I might say in passing is far more common and
of far less significance than is usually supposed, is attimes of assistance. All other manipulations I believeto be superflous. With daily treatments until the bowels
reacquire the habit of moving once in the twenty-fourhours, I advise the patient to strengthen the psoas andiliacus and the external abdominal muscles by the ex¬
ercise of rising from the supine position on the floor to
the sitting, without bending the knees.
Whenever general massage is indicated it should be

preceded, in my opinion, by passive movements of eachi i nib, because the circulation is thereby so much en¬
hanced that it practically doubles Ihe value of the treat¬ment.
The vibrator invented by Liedbeck, of Stockholm, and

so much exploited in this country the past few years,has physiologically the same effect as electricity in ex¬
citing muscular contraction and thereby stimulatingthe circulation and metabolism, and will fail in specificremedial action just as does electricity, if blind faith
instead of an exact knowledge of its physiologic effectsguide its use. As a sedative to nerve irritability and
pain it surpasses the electric current, but it is not nearly
so powerful a stimulant to muscles and nerves and there¬
by to nutrition and function, but it is generally more
pleasant to have applied.
The extravagant claims for massage by lay operatorsand ignorant practitioners, together with the confusingand repelling elaboration of teehnie by authors on this

subject, have resulted in the avoidance of a study and
use of this really valuable therapeutic aid. Many man¬ipulations require practice, but really the art is very
simple and requires mainly anatomic and physiologicknowledge.
The principles which guide us in prescribing exercise

or massage practically resolve themselves into a consid¬
eration of physiological action, ruder gymnastics and
massage we include also all exercise.

»

I'lUNCITLISS OF MASSAGE
We may view the human being as a machine, made

up of a neuromuscular system whose activities are par¬amount; which is fed and oiled by the gastro-intes¬tinal and circulatory apparatus; and we can employ themuch and frequently misused term "reflex action" and
say that its wdiole function is to convert sensation into
motion. Not only is the integrity of the muscular sys¬tem dependent on the intactness of ganglion cells, as
shown by the rapid atrophy following, for instance,poliomyelitis; but if intrauterino disaster results in am-

*Read in the Section on Nervous and Mental Diseases of the
American Medical Association, at the Sixty-first Annual Session,
held at St. Louis June 1910.

2. The results o work-cue quoed fromthe above-mentioned
article are:

Number Much No
Name of Disase. Treated. Improved. Impoved Relief.

Hysteria ... 18 15 1 2
Insanity ... 5 2 1
Neurasthenia seere... 12 7 4 1
Neurasthena ild... 20 12 8 0
Neuroses ... 1 8 5 4
Psychoses or fxed idea... 8 1 3

4

classified ... 20 14 4 2

Totals ...100 59 27 14
In reference to the nsanity cases it should be said that it is not

intended to tre at Marblehead any case of insanity. These cases
were accepted inthe earl das ofth instittion.

3. Jcoby G. W.: A Colony Sanaorum for th Nerous and
Neurastenic: A Much-Needed Wor of Philanthropy, New York
Med. Jour., April 18, 1908.
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putation of a limb, the motor cortex and spinal cells
governing its activities do not develop, so that it is just
as essential for the growth and maintenance of the
efficiency of the machine to exercise the muscles as. it is
to use the neural elements.
The stimulation of mental function by exercises is

strikingly shown by the success of Witmer, of Philadel¬
phia, and by the work of the Khnira Reformatory. "At
the latter place in cases in which lessons could not lie
learned' previously, tbe mind was virtually reached
through the muscular system. I do not think that we
appreciate how much the proper condition of the nerv¬
ous system is dependent on the afferent impulses from
the use of the muscles; it may be compared to the in¬
fluence of the sensory neuron on the motor. The mus¬
cles form the furnace of the body and the greater part
of our body heat comes from their use; their contrac¬
tions exert a profound influence on the circulation in
arteries, veins and lymph vessels, on respiration, meta¬
bolism and excretion, altogether, on nutrition.

VARIETIES OF EXERCISE

Exercise of the muscles should mean more than the
habitual use of the legs in walking about in our shops
or offices, or the use of our hands in our daily vocations;
it should mean some game or movements which calls
into play practically all of the muscular apparatus, and
at, the same time pleasantly occupies the mind. To do
the most good it should be a daily affair, even if of
short duration, and taken out of doors whenever possi¬
ble.
The physiologic action of exercise on vital functions

makes it the most important single prophylactic against
the development of nervous disease. Idealizing that
neural expenditure is greater than muscular and far
inore exhausting vitally in all "willed" movements, we
have the key to the kind of exercise to prescribe for the
individual patient. If they are extremely run down
we begin with passive movements and exercises of imi¬
tation, progressing to complicated evolutions requiring
cerebral initiative later. Sawing wood or any other
work calling into play the greater part of the muscular
system is valuable exercise. Of gymnastic systems the.
Swedish is easily first. Its essentials are: active and
passive movements of which each joint is capable, with
or without resistance on the part of the operator or
patient, a proper position of the trunk, and a progres¬
sive sequence of exercises. Systems advertised by
"strong men" in our newspapers, which consist of joint
movements with strongly contracted muscles, develop
mine muscular strength but are of very little value
therapeutically. Machines for exercise from the compli¬
cated and expensive Zander's lo Sargent's pulley weights
are very commendable. Dr. (¡uliek's Y. M. C. A. sys¬
tem of exercises is commendable. The German turn-
vereins make more for developing strength, especially
of the upper extremities, and leach self-control, but ¡ire
not so valuable for the rounding out of the individual
as general athletics, and are not well adapted to ther¬
apeutic ends.

EXERCISE AND MASSAGE

Physiologically speaking, massage differs from exer¬
cise in that the latter has cerebral initiative, and with
this, trophic impulses, and is both more intense in its
general action and also more exhausting. Movements
and massage increase the functional activity of the
glands, of the skin, and for out purposes, massage has a

pronounced anesthetic effect locally and a hypnotic
effect generally. On the blood-pressure massage pro-

duces an initial rise followed by a fall, obeying in this
case the same law that obtains in all forms of stimula¬
tion; namely that "reaction is equal to action;" this
holds good for exercise.

FATIGUE

Fatigue is a phenomenon of double origin : one form
is due to exhaustion of the nerve elements, and the other
to a heaping up of work products locally in the muscles.
We usually deal only with the first, as it is our con¬
sciousness of tire of the nervous apparatus governing
motion that we speak of as fatigue; the impulses from
the motor centers—the cerebral initiatives—exhaust the
highly differentiated nerve structures first, so that a

long-distance runner, for instance, after establishing
tbe equilibrium between respiration and circulation
which we call getting the "second wind," shows fatigue
first from exhaustion of the nervous mechanism—from
"willing" the movements—and lastly from tire of the
muscles. It is probably safe to say that directing the
attention to the execution of movement uses up the'
pabulum of the ganglion cells, while waste products ac¬
cumulate, so that the fatigue of the nervous system is
essentially the same as that of the muscles. Ranke
washed out fatigued muscles with a saline solution, im¬
mediately restoring them to vigor, and ZabludOwski
restored muscles exhausted from faradization by mas¬

sage. In other words removing the waste products res¬
tored working capacity.
There is-another element in fatigue which is of pecu¬

liar interest to us as neurologists, and that is the men¬
tal factor. We see a young man in line physical condi¬
tion go into training for some athletic contest, living
the "simple life," and then all at once begin to lose
weight, perhaps developing a diarrhea or troubled sleep;
in short he goes "stale"; his expenditure seems to ex¬
ceed bis income, nutritionally speaking. This can be
explained only by tbe hypothesis of an exhaustion of
the neural elements, of the cells governing his'higher
cerebration ; in the last analysis, a fear in the mind.
We know that emotion is far more exhausting than
physical exercise. The high tension of the runner,

waiting for the pistol-shot, exhausts him far more than
the muscular effort of running. A neurasthenic is an
individual gone stale.

N GUBASTHBNIA, HYSTERIA, 11 Y POÓHONDRIA
For our purposes we may divide nervous diseases lulo

functional and organic. Tbe great functional diseases
are neurasthenia, hysteria and hypochondria, all three
of which are essentially mental troubles. Neurasthenia
has been considered a i'afigue neurosis, the pathology ofwhich lias been assumed to be a chronic malnutrition of
the nerve cells due to some auto-intoxication or other
chemical or physical disturbance. I firmly believe that
in a few years we shall all recognize that the determin¬
ing underlying cause is a disorder of tbe thought ap¬paratus which will demand mental treatment. Breur
and Freud have thrown a flood of light on hysteria and
the psychology of automatisms, dreams, and various
psychopathic slates, and whether we treat a case of
hysteria by psycho-analysis or by the reasonable per¬
suasion of DuBois, we all recognize that the essential
thing for a cure is to supplant the "sick idea" in the
mind of the patient with the healthy one. Hypochon¬dria undoubtedly is a disorder primarily of the mind,
and when we can remove the fundamental fear we have
started the patient on the high-road to recovery.
The clinical manifestations vary in these three dis¬

orders but arc largely the result of perverted neuro-
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muscular function, and as it aids in the removal of
these, liieehaiiolherapy is of the greatest utility, and
besides is of value as part of the mental treatment.
The Weir-Mitchell rest-cure has been a favorite measure
in the treatment of these diseases, but its main value,
as Du Hois says, is I o give the physician mental control
of his palienl. There are patients who will derive bene¬
fit from this procedure, but I think that the vast major¬
ity will do belter with a routine of exercise and massage
graduated lo Ihe degree of functional impairment.
Gymnastics, games with balls, of which golf is easily

first for Ihe adult, horseback riding, walking, dancing,
out-of-door work, rowing, Ashing, and hunting arc the
exercises indicated. General massage combined with
passive movements of Ihe joints is of great value fre¬
quently. Since the nulrilion usually is below par, ab¬
dominal massage because of its beneficial action on the
"kitchen" of the economy has been of the greatest serv¬
ice in my experience, and will remove flic chronic eon

stipation of these sufferers if a regular habit is insisted
on at Ihc same time.
Insomnia is a symptom which is again a disorder of

thought mainly, and removal of this is the important
Ihing, hut an important aid is general exercise and the
general massage treatment; especially when succeeded
by sedative peripheral stroking with Ihe band or a

brush, administered at bedtime.
If we stop lo think of it, nearly all our so-called func¬

tional nervous troubles are essentially "thought" dis¬
orders, and exercise, gymnastics and massage are valu¬
able aids to tbe mental I real ment.

MASSAGE IN ORGANIC TROUBLES

Organic troubles can all derive benefit from movements
and massage. In some diseases, such as the spastic
spinal disorders, care must be taken to be very gentle
in all manipulations or Ihe treatments may easily do as

much harm as good. The paralyses following acute
anterior poliomyelitis appear at first glance hopeless,
but in no other serious impairment of the use of the
muscles can such brilliant results be obtained as here.
Massage, active and passive movements with and with¬
out resistance, and the maintenance of a correct posi¬
tion of the limbs by suitable orthopedic apparatus will
restore life and function to withered and apparently
dead members. To my mind these results must depend
partly" On a central stimulation of ganglion cells from
Ihc periphery, aided by impulses coming' from the cor-
lex. We should stimulate tbe latter by encouraging Ihe
patient to "will" the movements which we execute pas¬
sively, before ¡my movement is possible by the patient.
Locomotor ataxia demónstrales well what possibili¬

ties lie in persistent practice of movements, Krenkel ac-
cepts the anesthetic theory of ataxia, and believes that
Ihe persistent practice of the exercises bearing his name
compensates for (he absence of Ihe sensation of the
movements; while Goldscheider thinks thai through
these exercises, Ihe irritability of certain uninjured cord
neurons is heightened and in that way act vicariously
for the degenerated pathways. These exercises depend
on the degree of disability and are nol difficult of appli¬
cation ; some are lo he made in bed, others sitting, stand¬
ing or walking. Fatigue is to be guarded against, and
Ihe movements must be executed with methodic preci¬
sion. In my own experience the practice of the elemen¬
tary movements of walking are of Ihe greatest utility to
Ihe patient. Massage and movements are of the greatest;ii.l in keeping up nutrition and function in the imper¬
fectly used muscles and joints.

Facial palsy responds kindly to massage in conjunc¬
tion with galvanism and other measures.
The various forms of occupation neuroses such as

writers cramp should be treated by coordinated muscu¬
lar exercises which do not call into play the same group
involved in the cramp, and with these passive move¬
ments and massage are to be used..
In the various forms of neuritis, when inflammation

lias subsided, as indicated by the absence of pain, move¬ments and massage are of the greatest value.
210 Lowry Arcade.

ABSTRACT OF DISCUSSION
Dr. C. R. Woodson, St. Joseph, Mo.: Employment of a

congenial nature, either in or outdoors, is beneficial in the
treatment of some nervous troubles, and is not necessarily
confined to functional forms. Employment outdoors ordi¬
narily brings better results than indoor employment, from
the fact that there is more diversion in it. And outdoor
employment brings a little fatigue and necessarily lias as¬
sociated with it some sunshine; fatigue and sunshine have
much to do in bringing appetite; ¡nul (be three combined are
Nature's best remedies in producing sleep, and that is Ihe
greatest nerve restorer that we have. There are many per¬
sons who suffer from nervous diseases who do not, obtain relief
of tbe pent-up forces without employment, and it is especially
good for un exalted type of mental disease, particularly where
it, bus passed the exhaustive stage or period. 'Pake the com¬
monest cur and tie it up and it becomes vicious as a bulldog;but let it give oil' the pent-up forces and it becomes so docile
that our little children can play with it.
In regard to massage and gymnastics in tbe treatment offunctional nervous diseases, in some respects I agree with

the essayists, but I have found that massage is more commonlybeneficial with organic disease. Massage is good where there
is defective circulation ; in the old it is good in the various
paralyses; especially is it good in the treatment, of polionrye-jitis; that is, associated with other things, and gymnastics;
or I will even stop short of gymnastics and say, exercise.The fact that you teach the child that suffers from poliomye¬
litis to try to do the things that it cannot do, is beneficial.
Employment in the treatment of those who are congenitallydetective, or those who suffer from acquired defectiveness, maybe beneficial because of the close relationship of the hand andmental centers. The individual who suffers from nervous trou¬
bles of a functional nature, if young, in many instances maybe benefited by gymnastics, but they are not appropriate inthe old. That massage docs help to correct many defectivemetabolic changes there can be no question, and it should be
used; but to lay down a rule of treatment, employment inindustrial buildings or outdoors, or massage and gymnastics,
is as broad as taking any one of the numerous therapeutic
¡igents und saying it is good. They ¡ire nil good, but it re¬
quires much more than these to effect a cure in most eases.
In melancholia in which the individual's mind is not impaired,1ml, dwells on his miserable condition, employment, takes the
patient's mind oil' from himself, his appetite increases and sleep
ceníes, nil helping to effect a cure.
Dr. John Punton, Kansas City, Mo.: Of interest to tho

neurologist ¡is well as to the internist is the cure and treat¬
ment of the neurasthenic, especially the poor neurasthenic,
the man or woman without, means such ¡is arc found in all
large cities. 1 think that Dr. Hull deserves credit in suggest¬
ing to us the method which seems to me to practically solve
Unit problem in many eases. When he can institute and or¬
ganize a method of treatment which after a few years of
experimentation has become so practical in all its methods
1 hiit it becomes self-supporting, it does seem to me that ourstate authorities can well afford to introduce in the largercities at least a psychopathic hospital where ninny of these
])oor unfortunates etui be treated with just, such treatment
as he suggests, and in n very short time could he made self-
supporting, so that the state itself would be at no great
expense.
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Dr. Hall did not state in his paper whether he used
other treatment or not. I presume that he did; but if he did
not I cannot quite understand how he can meet.all cases.
Those having some experience with the treatment of this
class of patients which he referred to, know as well perhaps
as 1, that many of them tire wholly exhausted wh'en we first
see them; in other words, I believe that there are degrees of
exhaustion even in neurasthenia, and many times it depends on
the state that you find your patient in as to whether or not
this method of treat incut would apply at the time that you
see him. But 1 believe that there comes a period in the course
of the disease when this method can be put to good use in
most cases.
It was especially interesting to know that Dr. Hall

recognized the fact that it does not apply to all cases of
neurasthenia. I believe he is correct, because I can well under¬
stand why some of the neurasthenics could not be satisfied
with this method of treatment; but the large majority of them
could be greatly benefited by it. and I think that the doctor
deserves congru 1 illation on his success.
Dll. FRANK R. FEY, St. Louis: 1 want to commend Dr.

Hall's careful methods. They are by all odds the most im¬
portant contribution to employment therapy that we have had
in this country. In the course of time he will receive due
credit.
There ¡ire many of us—all of us, in fact—who practice

neurology, who know that a great deal can be accomplished
by work-therapy. In this instance, as in other similar mat¬
ters of therapy, we do not get at it right. For instance, we
are too apt to send the patient to somebody to get massaged,
and too often that is about as far as we go with it. We
should know the details of massage better. The same is true
of exercise. I do not believe that anybody ought to attempt
to prescribe exercise for a patient in a case of tiny importance,
unless he is familiar with some of the processes of gaining
exercise; unless he knows something technically about what
exercise means. For instance, a patient cannot walk because
he lias bad feet: he must have exercise; another one because
the pelvic contents arc uncomfortable when she attempts to
walk must have .other exercise. How are we going to pre¬
scribe exercise unless we ¡ire fairly familiar with the methods
of getting it? This work that Dr. Hall und Dr. Sneve explain
in their papers so well is important. Gradually it larger con¬
tingent will gain the kind of intimacy that is necessary to
make it effectual. We must, recognize the rapidly increasing
importance of all of these methods, and the necessity of avail¬
ing ourselves of them if we are going to hold our own in
America with neurologists in other countries.
Du. PHILIP ZenNBB, Cincinnati: 1 wish that Dr. Hall would

manage to read a paper of that kind of!en, and try to interest
not only medical men, but the public, in it, so that we possibly
might get what Dr. Punton spoke of, some assistance from
the public or from the state for these purposes.
There is one thing the doctor mentioned in connection

with occupation treatment that is important, and that is,
that it often takes away from the patient's mind the effort
to control himself, the effort that he makes over himself to
overcome his symptoms and to get well, That is often a
difficult point with us. Effort means everything to the patient
in order to get well; and yet we see many cases in practice
in which that effort, doubtless is one thing t hat. is keeping
him from getting well. It is difficult sometimes for us to
decide what to do in this matter, and very often the wisest
thing is to tell Ihe patient not to make any effort over himself.
Dr. C. P. EMERSON, Clifton Springs, N. Y.: A visit to Dr.

Hall's sanatorium interested me so much that I have tried this
therapy in the many eases flint come under my notice each
year. It is true that among a certain number occupation
therapy is valuable. Kor instance, the car].tcr-shop is a very
good thing for many clergymen and school-teachers, but not
among the farmers or day laborers.

I was much interested while connected with the Johns Hop¬kins Hospital, and working in the social charity work of the
city, to find how many society persons were willing to do
in the way of occupation therapy, social work among the poor
sick. Of course our purpose is to decentralize the person, but

nevertheless it seems to us that what is needed first is a
good, thorough rest, a good course of purgation, a very, very
simple diet, hours and hours out in the sunlight and fresh
air, without any physical exercise. Then the occupation
therapy is in order. One must study the ease. What work
will interest and decenter the person? It may be this, that,
or the other; art for some, the carpenter-shop for the clergy¬
man and school-teacher, who have spent most of their lives
in closed rooms; and the corn field, let me say, after the
patient, is well rested, is also better for him than a Zander
apparatus.
Dr. L. H. MetTLKB, Chicago: This question of exercise in

the treatment of nervous diseases is a much broader one than
would appear in the discussion of it in these papers. The
last speaker, as well as Dr. Punton, has intimated that which
seems to me to be the most significant point in the whole mat¬
ter, namely, the establishment of the particular character and
purpose of the exercise to be employed and the particular
disease in which the exercise seems to be called for.
Many perfectly healthy individuals would derive benefit

from the discipline and activity involved in the manual train¬
ing of the workshop, the systematic reading of select litera¬
ture, or any other means of physical and menial activity. Wo
have all seen plenty of people, apparently in a state of perfect
health, to whom gymnastics might be of the greatest advan¬
tage. To iterate and reiterate that exercise is a good thing in
the treatment of nervous a fleet ions, without further specifica¬
tion of the why and wherefore, is a useless waste of time.
Indeed it brings to mind tho old story of the physician who
advised his neurasthenic initient to take more physical exer¬
cise, and found his advice to be a bit ridiculous when the
initient slyly informed him that he was a letter carrier. The
trouble with all such advice and with papers like the second
one that we have just listened to, is that they arc so beauti¬
fully indefinite, The grain of truth discoverable in the midst
of all their elaborate phraseology is that walking, bathing,
gymnastics and exercise are highly commendable because they
somehow improve the circulation. Such an ancient saw, how¬
ever, does not call for any elaborate expenditure of ink and
paper in its exposition. If would be far more to the point,
especially before such an audience as this, to give some de¬
tailed description of the exercise, the nature of the disease
in which the exercise is to be employed, and the therapeuticrelationship between the selected exercise and tho pathological
process in question, As Dr. Fry intimated, such a discussion
or gymnastics as we have just, listened to, makes one think of
the exploitation of certain scrums. It amounts to saying, '-Itis a good thing; give it!"
And again, let me say I am amazed that anyone, like the

reader of the second paper, should have the hardihood to 'rise
up before a neurological audience, such ¡is this, and with a
wave of the hand dismiss hypoehomlriasis, neurasthenia, psy-chasthenia and hysteria as being all more or less alike in rep¬resenting merely some form of mental trouble. Many neu¬
rologists, I know, would be most happy if they could settle so
satisfactorily the many difficult problems connected with these
distinct and long recognized clinical entities. I am still of the
opinion that many of the neurasthénie cases that I see are far
from being merely psycliasthenic. In such eases I have been able
to detect weaknesses and deficiencies that represented sonic-
thing more than merely a psychic disturbance. They mayhave been denominated functional or incipiently organic, butthey certainly occurred in the physiologic rather than in the
psychologic sphere. In their treat nient, absolute rest, exalted
nutrition, and the overcoming of intoxication of some sort
nave effected cures where psychotherapy would have utterlyfailed. In some of these cases exorcise and gymnastics wouldhave proved disastrous. And only after proper cumulative,restful, and highly nutritional treatment, when the patient
was well along toward convalescence, would selected exercise,both physical and mental, be recommended. I desire most, em¬
phatically to assert that, the indiscriminate recommendation of
exercise and gymnastics as a grand and useful therapeutic
measure, without such recommendation being always and
every where guided and guarded by a full realization of the
nature of the disease process for which the exercise is being
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commended, is olese to the border-line of quackery and is
wholly unwarranted in the light of modern neurology. It
will be the cause of much damage and will be recognized by
every intelligent neurologist as a form of malpractice.
Dr. Theodore Dii.i.kk, Pittsburgt In the employment of

¡my therapeutic agent we must use discrimination; and I as¬
sume that the gentlemen who have advocated work would of
course apply these therapeutic measures with discrimination;
the whole treatment of functional nervous diseases there¬
fore conies down largely to ¡i matter of personal equation.
Sonic one has said that no one should become nervous until he
hec.unes rich. We know how badly we arc handicapped in the
treatment of nervous diseases by lack of financial resources. I
recall that Lord Salisbury sonic years ago made a very able
address, which I have often recalled, in which lie made the
slaloment that the greatest, single advantage—surpassing all
others—of surplus wealth, was the confidence and resources
that it gave us in ease of illness. With wealth one can rest
without worrying about financial matters; he can procure the
best doctors and nurses, and he can travel or take a long
vacation.
Now with this generalization I should like to express my

warm conviction that there is a therapeutic, agent which goes
with massage, with exercise and with rest, and which I believe
is extremely important in the treatment of functional nervous
diseases; 1 mean having fun. I have long been convinced thai
¡ill other things being equal, the very best way to get exercise
is by ¡t game while having fun. We know that this is true
Of healthy children; the best way that they get exercise is by
¡i game. Contrast the boy whitewashing the fence with the
boy playing baseball. We have golf-coining along now, and I
should like to see it put in all our parks. I believe in this
spirit of fun, and the more you can make exorcise a game, the
better it will be. Of course these other things have their
peculiar and especial application, and I think no one can doubt
the value of regular work for many nervous persons. I believe
that it is one of Ihe greatest things, not only for patients with
functional nervous diseases, lint as a promoter und conserver

of good hen If Ii.
Dit? Herbert .1. Ball, Marblehead, Muss.: I tried to make

it, clear (lint I have not confined myself at all to industrial
treatment. 1 stated in my paper Unit the work cure at the
best is 1ml a supplement and background for careful medical
diagnosis and treatment.
Dit. llAinoit Snkvk, St. Paul: I wish to commend Dr. Hall

for Hie valuable new procedure that he has described to us.

Hut I want, to utter a word of warning that we should not
(rent it as a, routine cure-all, and prescribe the latest fad.
We ¡ire prone lo faddism in medicine, and especially in neural
troubles I believe; and I want, to say that 1 think the main
element, of ¡aire in Dr. Hall's method, if it may be called that,
is the menial clement. 1 am sure Dr. Hall recognizes flint,
and I want, to utter a word of warning that it is not just
because you do the work and occupy yourself that Suffices,
because if we did not recognize the mental element behind if,
the treatment would fail.
NOW as lo general gymnastics, exercise, massage, etc. I

took particular pains in the few observations 1 made in (his
paper to say that these are not to be prescribed indiscrimin¬
ately, and the paper really resolves itself into a consideration
of the physiologic action of gymnastics and massage; and to
lay down, as one of the last, speakers said, definite rules, is
impossible. You must use the gray matter in your brains.
You must understand the physiologic process involved. We
cannot lay down primer rules in things of this kind; and (hey
must remain more or less indefinite.

Reward for Hard Work.—When republics fail to produce
men they fail all along the line. To the toiler belong- the
victories and the power. There is only the space of a man
between Lincoln's log cabin and the White House. It iá the
brain Hint, is cultured, not the brain that is sugar-cured, that,
Hives out. the thoughts which men believe in and are willing
to trust. The man who is afraid of soiling his hands might as
well write his epitaph. The angels of Hod help the man who
is lining his best to got there.—United Presbyterian,

NERVOUS AND MENTAL DISTURBANCES OF
THE MALE CLIMACTERIC*

ARCHIBALD CHURCH, M.D.
Professor of Nervous and Mental Diseases, Northwestern University

Medical School
CHICAGO

It may be acknowledged at once that the term "male
climacteric" is a bit sensational, in view of the fact that
it is not specifically recognized by any physiologist. Forinstance, the "American Text-Book of Physiology" de-nies that the male presents either a monthly molimen
or a climacteric comparable to that in the female. If
we confine our attention on the subject of menstruation
entirely to the monthly flow, and see in this rhythmic
manifestation nothing but an ovarian activity, we need
go no further in the discussion of the question of amale climacteric.
But it is a well-established anatomic fact that the

early months of embryonic life show no sexual differen-
tiation, and that all of the constituents that subsequentlyunder variation develop into the sexual apparatus of
male and female, are indifferently present in either sex,not only up to a certain period of intra-uterine life but
in a rudimentary form throughout the entire period ofhuman existence. The statement is a common one that
before the age of puberty boys and girls are physicallymuch alike, and it is also a matter of common observa¬
tion that old men and old women again become alike
both mentally and physically through the loss of sexual
differences.

MONTHLY RHYTHM IN MEN

We must, however, take a broader view of tbe monthlyperiodicity which shows itself so significantly in the
female. This matter has been carefully studied, amongothers, by Camphell.1 He lays stress on the fact thatthe monthly rhythm affects females not only before the
appearance of the menstrual flow, but in the post-men¬strual period for an indefinite time that extends in some
instances to the end of life. He believes, although he
brings nothing of great significance forward to prove it,Hull ihe male is similarly the subject of a Ivvenlv eight
to thirty-day rhythm, and his conclusions arc that man.
like woman, passes through monthly cycles, which beginwith the beginning of life and continue until death,
and that menstruation as ordinarily understood, that is,
the monthly dux, is a reproductive function which lias,
in the case of the human female become engrafted ac¬
cidentally, so to speak on this primordial rhythm.-
Hearing on the subject of the monthly molimen. a

number of sludies have been made. A German observer
carefully followed the temperature in a number of
soldiers living under uniform conditions, and found
that, as in the case of women there was a distinct
monthly variation or curve. Unfortunately, the name
of Ibis observer and Ihe reference have escaped me.
Dr. Clelia D. Mosher8 as a part of a long study of

(he arterial pressure conditions in women, with partic¬ular reference to the menstrual period, followed Ihe same
plan with live men. She found in nine women and five
men thus observed for a long period of months, that
there was a rhythmic fall of blood-pressure occurring

*Read in the Section on Nervous and Mental Diseases of theAmerican Medical Association, at the Sixty-first Annua Session,held a S. Loui, Jun, 1910.
1. Campbell, Harry: DifferencesiIn the Nervous Organization ofMan and Woman, London, 1891.
2. Campbell: Differences in the Nervous Organization of Manand Woman, p. 274.3. Bull. Johns Hopkins Hosp., April, May, June, 1901.
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